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Overview

I Savings, taxes, and transfers

I Sustainability, credibility, and timing protocols

I Returns, risk, uncertainty
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Property protection and government debt

The same confidence which disposes great merchants and manufacturers
upon ordinary occasions, to trust their property to the protection of a
particular government, disposes them, upon extraordinary occasions, to trust
that government with the use of their property.

Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, Book
V, chapter III, “Of Public Debts,” 1776.
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Theme: equivalences

What a government spends the public pays for. There is no such thing as an
uncovered deficit.

John Maynard Keynes, Tract on Monetary Reform, 1924, pp. 68-69
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Theme: equivalences

What a government spends the public pays for. There is no such thing as an
uncovered deficit. But in some countries it seems possible to please and
content the public, for a time at least, by giving them, in return for the taxes
they pay, finely engraved acknowledgments on water-marked paper. The
income tax receipts, which we in England receive from the surveyor, we throw
into the wastepaper basket; in Germany they call them bank notes and put
them into their pocket books; in France they are termed rentes and are
locked up in the family safe.

John Maynard Keynes, Tract on Monetary Reform, 1924, pp. 68-69
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Alternatives

I Private citizens save when young, dissave when old
I Claims on physical capital
I Domestic government bonds

I Citizens pay taxes when young, receive transfers when old
I Government buys capital with taxes paid by young, uses earnings on that capital to

pay transfers to those same people when they become old
I Government uses taxes on today’s young to pay transfers to today’s old
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Equivalent alternatives?

I Private citizens save when young, dissave when old
I Claims on physical capital
I Savers buy domestic government bonds

I Citizens pay taxes when young, receive transfers when old
I Government buys capital with taxes paid by young, uses earnings on that capital to

pay transfers to those same people when they become old
I Government uses taxes on today’s young to pay transfers to today’s old
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Case for pay as you go

I Population growth rate is high and certain

I Rate of return on physical capital is low and risky

I Initially old people receive transfers and pay little or nothing

I Pay as you go system “crowds out capital” and that is good
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Case for fully funded

I Population growth rate is low and uncertain

I Rates of return on physical capital are high relative to growth rate

I Pay as you go system “crowds out capital” and that is bad
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Mandatory retirement?

Effects on response of aggregate labor supply to after-tax wages

I If mandatory retirement restrictions bind, labor supply responds weakly to changes
in after-tax wages

I If mandatory retirement restrictions don’t bind, labor supply responds strongly to
changes in after-tax wages

Important consequences for good ways to tax and cope with ageing populations
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Risks

I Rates of return on physical capital

I Demography and immigration

I Political sustainability
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Sustainability

Definition: A plan is sustainable if it is in the interests of future decision makers (in
a democracy, majorities) to continue it.

Synonym: Credibility
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What determines sustainability?

In a democracy or autocracy

I Who will vote for the taxes, on whom, to pay for transfers?

I Who will vote for the transfers, to whom?

I Who will vote to protect private property (e.g., private savings accounts) in the
face of temptations to expropriate capital?
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Credibility in a democracy

They [the creditors] distrusted the people. One assembly might vote taxes to
redeem its pledges, but to the creditor’s mind nothing ensured the fidelity of
its successors.

“ State Assumption of the Federal Debt During the Confederation,” E. James
Ferguson, The Mississippi Valley Historical Review, 1951.
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Political sustainability

I My decisions now depend on my forecasts of what other people will do in the
future

I To make forecasts requires a theory of what motivates and constrains the behavior
of other people

I One theory: people will pursue their best interests
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Incentives to follow through

I Incentives to honor inherited obligations weigh

I Consequences of keeping promises
I Consequences of breaking promises

Remark: How these balance is the heart of any theory of (sovereign) debt or
(sovereign) promise keeping or promise-breaking
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Sovereign debt . . .

I A creditor forecasts a debtor’s capacities and incentives to pay promises

I Need quantitative theories of both

I Consequences of not paying
I Consequences of paying
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Bailouts in a federal system

I Should a central government bail out subordinate governments?

I Should subordinate governments bail out a central government?

United States of America (1783-1790, and other times too)
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Property protection

I A property owner forecasts a system’s capacities and incentives to protect property

I Need quantitative theories of both

I Consequences of not protecting
I Consequences of protecting
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Temptations to renege and to nationalize

Therefore one can rekindle or sustain public trust only by giving reassurances
on the sovereign’s intentions, and by proving that no motive can incite him
to fail his obligations.

Jacques Necker, French Minister, to King Louis XVI, 1784
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Risks

Events that are unknown but described by well understood probabilities
Portfolio theory

I Assume a known probability distribution for risks

I Express attitudes toward risks with a loss function or utility function

I Choose portfolio to maximize expected utility

Punch line: Balance expected returns against risks
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Uncertainties

Events that are unknown and that we can’t describe by well understood probabilities

I Knightian uncertainty

I Keynes PhD thesis – Treatise on Probability

I Model ambiguity

I Robustness – want to devise policies that work well enough under a set of
alternative probability distributions
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Risks and returns

I Et is a mean (mathematical expectation) of some random variable using
probabilities known at t

I Rt+1 is a gross return on a risky asset

I EtRt+1 is the expected return

I σt(Rt+1) is the risk (standard deviation) of the return

I EtRf ,t+1 is the risk-free gross return
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Pricing risks and returns

EtRt+1 = Rf ,t+1 + ptσt(Rt+1) (1)

pt =
σt(mt+1)

Et(mt+1)
(2)

I pt is “price of risk”

I mt+1 is “stochastic discount factor”
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Pricing uncertainties, risks, and returns

University of Chicago

I Frank Knight, Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit, 1921.

I Lars Peter Hansen, Risk, Uncertainty, and Value, 2021; and Nobel Prize lecture,
December 2013.
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Frank Knight
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Lars Peter Hansen
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Prices of uncertainty

Message of Lars Hansen’s work: those high prices of “risk” are mostly prices of
uncertainty.
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Things to be uncertain about

In devising a national social retirement system:

I Returns on private capital

I Returns on government bonds

I Political “risks” – likelihood that future majorities will respect today’s promises

I Demography
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